
Y A E L B E N T O R  

ON T H E  S Y M B O L I S M  OF T H E  M I R R O R  IN 

I N D O - T I B E T A N  C O N S E C R A T I O N  R I T U A L S  

T H E  C O N S E C R A T I O N  R I T U A L  A N D  M I R R O R  S Y M B O L I S M  

The symbolism of the mirror in Indo-Tibetan Buddhism has been 
made the subject of special investigations by Wayman, I who classified 
the uses of the mirror under three categories: Firstly, the mirror as a 
metaphor of the mind found primarily in the literature of the Yogficfira 
School? Secondly, the mirror as a simile for the emptiness of all 
phenomena whose true nature is likened to reflections in a mirror, a 
notion prevailing in the Mfidhyamika School. And thirdly, the use of 
the mirror in divination. 3 The mirror plays an important role in the 
concept of the five Knowledges (pagca-flTdna, ye-shes tnga), one of 
them being the mirror-like knowledge (ddarda-j~dna, me-long ye- 
shes). 4 There are also cases in which actual mirrors are used for the 
sake of demonstrating their metaphorical values. One is the use of 
actual mirrors in contemplative exercises, s The other, our main subject 
here, is the use of actual mirrors in ritual, 6 more specifically the Indo- 
Tibetan consecration ritual. In this case the symbolism of the mirror is 
related to the mirror as a simile for the nature of all dharmas. 

The Indo-Tibetan consecration ritual is called pratisthd in Sanskrit, 
or in Tibetan, rab-gnas, which means 'establishing' or 'stably residing'] 
referring to the chosen Buddha (istadevatd, yi-dam) or the jt~dnasattva 
(ye-shes-sems-dpa') whose presence is established in an image or 
st~pa by means of the consecration ritual. Mahfiyfina Buddhism has 
developed a complex cosmology encompassing a virtually infinite 
number of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who, acting out of compassion 
for sentient beings in various forms, are yet conceived as variegated 
emanations of one single principle. The Buddhist tantra renders these 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas -- as well as numerous other Mahfiyfina 
notions and processes -- more concretely. One of the modes for 
rendering these Buddhas and Bodhisattvas available for interaction 
with human beings is the consecration ritual. Through this tantric 
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method, Buddhas or Bodhisattvas are established in concrete recep- 
tacles. They often receive still more concrete identities as, for instances, 
the Jo-bo image of the Jo-khang in Lhasa, said to be an emanation 
from the 'Glorious Body' (sam. bhogak@a) of Buddha gfikyamuni; Tfirfi 
in Pharping, in Nepal, a naturally emerging (rang-byung) image of 
Tfirfi; and the Bal-yul Mchod-rten Rin-po-che, the main st~pa in 
Bodhanfith, Nepal, whose name, Bya-rung-kha-shor, does not relate it 
to any specific Buddha or Bodhisattva, but has an identity all its own. a 

While non-tantric Buddhist consecrations may be understood to be 
processes of ascent, the tantric consecration consists, to the contrary, 
of a descent. A well-known example for a non-tantric consecration is 
the ritual of opening the eye, 9 whereby an image is elevated to the 
status of a being endowed with the 'divine eye' which is able to see 
things as they in actuality are. In other words, the image is transformed 
into an enlightened being similar to a Buddha. Quite distinct from this 
idea of 'raising' or 'elevating' the status of what would otherwise be 
an ordinary statue, the tantric consecration 'brings down' the sacred 
or divine entity into the humanly formed receptacle. The sacred is 
conceived as 'descending' into the st@a or image (or in short: the 
receptacle). 1~ Two specific ritual terms are used for the means of 
bringing about this descent. The first, dkarsa ('gugs), means 'drawing', 
while the second, dvdhana (spyan-'dren), means 'invitation'. That 
which is drawn or invited is the j~dnasattva (ye-shes-sems-dpa), the 
chosen Buddha (is.tadevatd, yi-dam), often called simply 'deity' (deva, 
lha). 11 This descent makes the deity accessible to the worldly plane 
for a variety of religious needs including worship, dar~an, 12 accumula- 
tion of merit, prayer and meditation. 

While this process of localization serves a manifold of religious 
purposes, it is problematic from certain points of view. According to 
Mahfiyfina theories about the multiple Bodies of the Buddha 13 the 
only Body existing in ultimate truth is the Dharma Body (dharrnakdya, 
chos-sku). Out of this Dharma Body the Form Bodies of the Buddha 
(called r@akdya, gzugs-sku)14 emanate on the level of conventional 
truth for the sake of sentient beings striving on the Buddhist path. 
Only the Form Bodies of the Buddha can be localized. The Dharma 
Body cannot be subjected to this or any other process. Tantric rituals, 
such as consecrations, only rarely make use of these doctrinal terms. 
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Most  often the 'entity'  invited to descend into a receptacle is known  as 

jhdnasattva. Yet, the jhdnasattva is usually conceived to be  endowed,  

with bo th  aspects of  D h a r m a  B o d y  and F o r m  Bodies,  like a B u d d h a  

and therefore  cannot  be  local izedJ 5 The  non-local izat ion of  the 

fhdnasattva called into images, paintings and st@as is expressed in 

works on  consecra t ion  as follows: 16 

The ]hdna (ye-shes) of the Buddha pervades everything, down to each of the 
countless particles, with holy nature. Therefore, there is nothing to invite from the 
outside.~ 7 

The jhdnasattva (ye-shes-serns-dpa') which is not conditioned by another, abides 
pervading itself, as does the sesame oil in the sesame ]seed]. This is known as 
naturally arrived-at establishing/consecration (rab-gnas)J 8 

When examined from the point of view of ultimate truth, who blesses what [and] how? 
From the beginning [it was there], unproduced. So how could it be established/ 
consecrated?19 

The  j~dnasattva, like the D h a r m a  Body,  is identified with the true 

nature of  things, their Suchness (tathatd) or  Empt iness  (g(myatd), and 

therefore  exists everywhere.  It is therefore  present  in receptacles (i.e. 

st~pas and images) as well, but  no  m o r e  so than in any ord inary  

locat ion or  thing. There  is simply no basis for  drawing or  inviting the 

j~dnasattva f rom elsewhere. Bu-s ton  clarifies this further, 

If one asks: "since all dharmas are unestablished (rab-tu mi gnas-pa), isn't this 
'establishing/consecration' (rab-gnas) a contradiction?" [The answer is:] since the 
ultimate truth is free from mental elaborations of establishing (gnas-byed) and 
established (rab-tu gnas-bya), the establishing/consecration, is unnecessary. Yet, the 
establishing/consecration was taught for the sake of increasing the merit of those who 
have just set foot on the Path. 2~ 

The  main purpose  of  the tantric consecra t ion ritual is to establish the 

sacred, the Buddha ,  one 's  own chosen  deity, the jkdnasaUva, in a 

certain locality so that it might  be made  available for  interaction with 

the h u m a n  domain.  Yet, this localization process  violates the very 

nature  of  that sacred, Buddha,  yi-dam or j~dnasattva, which is omni-  

presence.  Non-localizabil i ty is the true nature  of  all things (dharma), 
as well as the ultimate character  of  Buddha.  In order  to remind the 

participants in the consecra t ion  ritual of  this theoretical  posi t ion which 

is antithetical to the very process  of  the consecrat ion,  a ritual mir ror  is 
employed.  We  shall look at this more  closely. 
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A. The Main Ritual Action of the Consecration 21 

The ritual action is considered to be the main part of the consecration 
(rab-gnas-kyi gtso-bo) 22 is the act of requesting those invited into the 
receptacle 23 to firmly abide there (brtan-bzhugs). 24 This ritual is, in 
part, an extension of the request for a Buddha or Bodhisattva not to 
pass into nirvdna, a well-known Mahfiyfina 'prayer'. 

The request to firmly remain, recited during the consecration 
ceremony, is as follows: 

May all the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas who reside in the ten directions consider me. 
As long as the realms of sentient beings vast as the sky are not placed at the level of 
being unestablished in nirvdn, a, 25 may you firmly remain without passing into nirvdna; 
and particularly, as long as these receptacles of Body, Speech and Mind are not 
destroyed by the harm of earth, water, fire and wind, acting immeasurably for the 
sake of sentient beings, may you firmly remain. 26 

The petition to a Buddha not to pass into nirvdna was incorporated 
into some of the relatively early ritual sequences such as the tri-skan- 
dhaka (phung-po gsum) and the 'seven-limbed ritual' (saptdfiga-pf~jd, 
yan-lag bdun). The Mahdprajhdpdramitd Sdstra describes the third 
member of the triskandhaka as follows: 

Ils [the Bodhisattvas] supplient les Buddha actuels des dix r6gions de faire tourner la 
roue de la loi et invitent les Buddha ~ rester longtemps dans le monde, durant 
d'innombrables Kalpa, pour sauver tousles  &res. 27 

As part of the seven-limbed ritual this request appears in the Bhadra- 
carF-pranidhdna (verse 11): 

Also joining my hands I request those who wish to manifest nirvdna for the benefit 
and happiness of all sentient beings, to remain for as many kalpas as there are 
particles in the [Buddha] field. 28 

Similarly, ~fintideva composed the following for his seven-limbed 
practice in the Bodhicarydvatdra (3.5): 

Also joining my hands I request the Victorious Ones who seek nirvdn, a, to remain for 
endless kalpas [so that] this world would not be dark. 29 

The first part of the request pronounced in the consecration to the 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas to firmly remain expresses an idea similar 
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to that of the popular verses just cited, as well as other similar ones? ~ 
As is usually the case in extending a general notion and applying it to 
a particular situation in a ritual recitation, 31 the second part begins 
with the word 'particularly' (bye-brag-tu or khyad-par-du). Here the 
general request not to pass into nirvdna is extended to provide a 
specific abode for those Buddhas and Bodhisattvas requested to 
remain. In this case, as in many other tantric rituals, a concrete sense 
is supplied to a general Mahfiyfina notion. Through the consecration 
ritual, the abstract Buddhas and Bodhisattvas present in the samsfiric 
world become available in certain locations. The sentient beings for 
whose sake the Buddhas remain are enabled to communicate with 
them through the consecrated receptacle. 

B. The Ritual of Showing in the Mirror ('me-long bstan-pa') during the 
Consecration 

The ritual of showing in the mirror is shared by ritual bathings (khrus- 
gsol), coronations, initiations, and consecrations. It usually follows the 
sprinkling of water (abhiseka) which, in variant versions, is also found 
in those four rituals. The ritual bathing is modelled after the more 
luxurious types of Indian bathing customs, in which various perfumed 
oils, pastes and powders are applied to the body and then rinsed off 
with different mixtures of scented water. This ritual is concluded with 
the offering of new clothes, perfumes and ornaments. Finally, a mirror 
is shown to the honored guest, king or image (as the case may be) to 
whom the ritual bath was offered. 32 The showing of the mirror is 
preserved in coronation as well. In Hindu coronation rituals, after the 
unction (abhis.eka), the king should look into a mirror. 33 The initiation 
ritual (dbang) also includes the showing in the mirror among the 
various appendages to the water initiation. 34 Consecrations incorporate 
the water initiation, although in this case the recipient is the receptacle. 
But out of the various appendages to the initiation, only the showing 
in the mirror is performed during consecrations. As we shall see, while 
in the bathing ritual the recipient is shown the results of the ~beauty 
treatment' it has received through the showing in the mirror, this 
mirror ritual is endowed with additional symbolism in initiations and 
consecrations. 
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The ritual of showing in the mirror  per formed during the initiation 

of Vajrabhairava is as follows: 

[Recite:] 'From the Ah a mirror arises. '3s 
Hold the mirror together with the bell in the first of the left hands so that the mirror 
faces away [from the bell]. Hold the vajra by the thumb and ring finger so that its 
reflection arises in the mirror. 

[Recite:] 'Ah dharmas are like reflected images, clear, pure, uncontaminated, ungrasped 
and inexpressible, actually arisen from canse[s I and action[s]. 36 As in a mirror, clear, 
pure, uncontaminated, myself Rdo-rje-sems-dpa' (Vajrasattva), the essence of all 
Buddhas, oh son, dwell in your heart. Devoid of own nature, unestablished, knowing 
dharmas in that way, act without an equal for the sake of sentient beings. You are 
born as a son of the Protectors. Know that generally all dharmas are like reflected 
images, and particularly Rdo-rje-sems-dpa', who dwells in your heart, is like a 
reflected image in a mirror'. 37 

The purpose  of the showing in the mirror  during the initiation (also 

called mirror  initiation) is to create a predisposition for the realization 

that all dharmas are like reflected images in a mirror. Even though 

they seem to possess inherent existence, they are in fact devoid of a 

nature to call their own. 3s After receiving the mirror  initiation f rom 

the guru, a disciple should repeat  this experience as part  of his or her 

daily sddhana practice (the basic tantric ritual). 39 Gradually, the cogni- 

tive experience of seeing the reflection of the vajra in the mirror  is 

said to lead to a transformation in the practitioner's direct experience 

of the nature of things. 

One of the characteristics of the true nature of things on which the 

practitioner should meditate is that they are 'unestablished' (gnas-med- 
pa). This quality was referred to by Bu-ston (above) in discussing the 

contradiction or seeming contradiction between the act of establishing/ 

consecrating and the true nature of all things. The mirror  initiation 

emphasizes also that one's yi-dam 4~ is but a particular instance of 

dharrnas in general. Therefore,  the practitioner of a sddhana should 

realize while meditating on his or her identity with the yi-darn that 
also that yi-dam is devoid of any existence to call its own, like a 
reflected image in a mirror,  is unestablished. 41 Likewise also the yi-darn 
invited into a certain image or st@a ultimately cannot be  established. 

The mirror  initiation conferred on a stf~pa or image during the 
consecration seems to be meant  to reiterate this position of the un- 

establishability of all dharmas, including the yi-dam being established 
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by means of that consecration ritual. Therefore,  among the series of 

various appendages included in the initiation, the mirror initiation 
alone is conferred here. The rationale for the performance of the 
consecration is given in terms of the two truths. As Bu-ston explained 
in the above quote, although in ultimate truth the consecration is 
unnecessary, it is performed for the sake of the beginners who have 

not realized the ultimate nature of all things. For  such a person the 
consecration serves as a basis for realization and for the accumulation 
of merit. 

C. The Ritual of the Mirror for Conveying the Deity ('lha') during the 
Consecration 42 

The mirror plays another important role during the consecration. It 

serves as a temporary abode for the entity invited into a receptacle for 
the duration of the consecration. The ritual actions of the consecration 
are often performed not to the actual receptacle itself, but to its reflec- 
tion in a mirror situated at the center of a special consecration 

man d. a[a. 43 In fact, the consecrated object need not be physically 
present at the scene of the ritual, meaning in most cases the main 

assembly hall of the monastery. Only at the main part of the consecra- 
tion --  the request to firmly remain --  does the ritual mirror need to 

be carried to the presence of the actual receptacle. In cases of reeon- 
secration, which is commonly performed for major receptacles on an 
annual basis or upon the occasion of a visit by a high Lama, the Iha 
already present in the receptacle is brought, by means of a ritual 

mirror, into the center of the consecration mandala in order to renew 
the previous consecrations. In such reconsecrations, at the beginning 
of the ritual a reflection of the lha present in the reconsecrated 
receptacle is invited into the ritual mirror. 44 The lha is not requested 

to abandon the slupa or image, but to produce a reflected image 
identical to the original. 45 Thus the [ha is conceived to be present 

both in the original receptacle and in the ritual mirror for the duration 
of the consecration. 

At the main ritual action of the consecration --  the request to the 
invited lha to firmly r e m a i n -  the ritual helper (mchod-g-yog or 
las-rdo-rje) 46 shows the mirror to all the images, st@as and books 
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present at the scene of the ritual, both those that remain there as 
permanent fixtures and those that were brought there especially for 
the consecration�9 Afterward he goes to show the mirror to those 
receptacles that could not be brought to the scene of the ritual, includ- 
ing large sized st~pas or images and those located in other temples 
and private homes. Through this ritual action the lha invited into the 
ritual mirror during the previous ritual actions of the consecration 
is conceived of as transferring into each receptacle. In the cases of 
reconsecration, the lha is considered to join together with those lha 
already present within the receptacles, just as 'double vision' turns into 
single vision when one stops crossing one's eyes. This action is the 
exact reverse, a 'mirror image' as it were, of the ritual of conveying the 
lha into the consecration mandala. Thus in the main ritual action of 
the consecration, while holding the mirror which symbolizes the true 
nature of all things as reflected images arising in a mirror, unestab- 
lished, the performers of the consecration request the invited lha to 
firmly remain in the receptacle, to be established (rab-gnas). In this 
crucial ritual moment of the consecration, the participants are re- 
minded, with the help of the mirror, of the provisional nature of the 
consecration which does not seem to accord with the ultimate nature 
of things. The use of the mirror during consecration seems to be an 
intentionally recurring motive used by authors of ritual manuals for 
reiterating the standpoints that otherwise seem to be compromised in 
the ritual itself. 

D. Rituals accompanying the Repair of Receptacles 

Through the consecration ritual, a receptacle is transformed into an 
embodiment of a yi-dam. A major repair of such a receptacle would 
'harm' the yi-dam present within it. Therefore, a ritual of temporary 
deconsecration should be performed prior to the commencement of 
the repair work. The deconsecration is performed by requesting the 
yi-dam embodied in the receptacle to take residence in a ritual mirror 
for the duration of the repair work. In his manual for this ritual, the 
Sa-skya-pa early scholar, Grags-pa-rgyal-mtshan (1147--1216) ex- 
plains this as follows: 
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If one asks "why?" [the answer is:] if the [original] receptacle is real, then the one 
inside the mirror is also real. ff the one in the mirror  is not real, then also this 
receptacle is not real. This is because the Blessed One taught that the appearance of 
all things is without inherent nature, like an illusion, similar to reflected images in a 
mirror. 47 

Similarly Bo-dong Phyogs-las-rnam-rgyal (1306--1386) says: 

If both the former receptacle and its reflected image in the mirror are real, they are 
equally real. If they are not real, they are equally unreal. This is so since all the s&ras 
and tantras teach that all dharmas are like reflected images in the mirror. 48 

Again, the use of the mirror in a ritual setting, having its own rationale 
within the ritual system, serves to reiterate, forces one to reflect on, 
the standpoint that is 'beyond' the ritual. 

E. The Role of Ritual Manuals 

When my knowledgeable informant in Dga'-ldan-chos-'phel-gling 
Monastery in Bodhanath, which represents H.H. the Dalai Lama in 
Nepal, explained to me the ritual of 'showing in the mirror' at the 
beginning of the reconsecration of Bodhanath Stfipa, he recited and 
interpreted the words of the mirror initiation. In other words, his 
explanation for the use of the mirror as a symbol for the emptiness 
and unestablishability of all phenomena was not based on philosophical 
works, but on ritual manuals. In our meetings, my informant, with a 
quite humble demeanor that characterizes many Tibetan monks, 
especially the older ones, always apologized for being ignorant of both 
the scholastic tradition of Tibetan Buddhism and of English. Like 
many other Tibetan monks who received their education only in small 
branch monasteries, his studies included mostly ritual texts. Through- 
out his life he was preoccupied with the performance and teaching of 
rituals. Therefore, it might be concluded that, even though explana- 
tions on the nature of all phenomena being like reflected images in a 
mirror occurs in many Indian and Tibetan scholastic works, my infor- 
mant derived his knowledge about this and other 'learned' topics 
mainly from relevant passages in the ritual literature. In this he is 
certainly not alone. Unfortunately, Tibetological tradition has not paid 
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ritual the attention it deserves, considering its central role in the 
religious life of Tibetan Buddhists both monastic and lay. The present 
example serves to show that the ritual literature may also be important 
for understanding some of the sources for the theoretical standpoints 
of a significant number of Tibetan monks. 

C O N C L U S I O N S  

The Mahfiyfina ideal is apratis.t.hd-nirvdn, a - -  liberation with a basis in 
neither sams(lra nor nirvdn, a, that is to say, neither in the conventional 
world nor in the true nature of all things (Nagao 1981). Through the 
consecration proceedings a yi-dam, Buddha, or Bodhisattva is estab- 
fished in samsdra. Through the employment of the mirror in the 
consecration ritual, that yi-dam, Buddha, or Bodhisattva participates 
in the actual nature of all things as they are -- unestablished, devoid 
of own nature, like reflected images in a mirror. If the mirror does not 
resolve the paradox of consecrating the unconsecratable, it holds up a 
mirror to the impossible mystery of transcendent immanence. 

N O T E S  

1 1971a, 1973, 1974. 
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rnams-la sa dang chu dang me dang rlung-gi gnod-pas ma zhig-gi bar de srid-du sems- 
can-gyi don dpag-tu med-pa mdzad-cing brtan-par bzhugs-su gsol/ Khri-byang, pp. 
441.6--442.4. Translated into English also in Marten 1933: 108. 
~7 Lamotte 1966--1976: 422. See also ~iks.asdmuccaya (1897: 290--291); Arya- 
Triskandhaka (Toh. 284); see also Python 1981 and Barnes 1991. 
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2s Cf. Lamotte 1966--1976: 417; Hokei Idumi 1929--1931: 235; Tatz 1977: 159. 
29 Or 'this world would not be blind'. Cf. Lamotte ibid.; Batchelor 1979: 30; Eckel 
1985: 70. 
a0 Note that in the request recited during the consecration of concept of 'unestablished 
in nirvdna' appears in addition to simple nirvdna. 
31 For such an instance, note the adaptation of the fire ritual (homa, sbyin-bsreg) into 
the consecration, where the usual aims of increasing life span, merit, wealth, brilliance, 
learning and practice are extended to include the aim of increasing the effect of the 
consecration ritual (Bentor 1991: 215--216). See also the mirror initiation below. 
32 There are numerous examples for such a ritual. For a Hindu example, see 
Goudriaan 1970: 183. For a Buddhist example, see Bentor 1991: 171--184. The 
mirror plays another interesting role in the bathing ritual. In the Tibetan tradition the 
bathing is not conferred on the receptacle itself but oll its reflection arising in the 
mirror (ibid., Wayman 1974: 256--257). 
33 Witzel 1987: 421. 
34 See, for example, Tenzin Gyatso, the Dalai Lama, 1985. 
35 None of the ~ersons, substances or implements taking part in Tibetan rituals are 
allowed to remain in their ordinary worldly state. All undergo a process of 'exaltation' 
in which, through visualizations, mantras and mudrds, they are brought into a 
'Buddhaized' state appropriate to a participant in a ritual. Through the recitation 
above the ritual mirror is recreated on a 'exalted' level�9 
36 For a Sanskrit version of this popular verse, see Gellner 1991: 245. 
37 Ah las byung-ba'i me-long~ zhes g.yon dril-bu dang bcas-pa'i khu-tshur kha-phyir 
bstan-pa me-long-gi tshul dang/g.yas mthe-bong dang ming-med-kyis rdo-rfe'i gzugs 
me-long-gi nang shar-ba'i tshul-du bzung/_Ah chos-rnams gzugs-brnyan lta-bu ste/ gsal- 
zhing dag-la rnyog-pa reed~ bzung-du med-cing brjod-du mecY rgyu dang las-las yang- 
dag 'byung/ rdo-r]e-sems-dpa' me-long bzhird der ni gsal dag rnyog-pa reed~ sangs-rgyas 
kun bdag-rang-nyid ni/ bu khyod-kyis ni snying-la zhugs/ rang-bzhin med-cing gnas- 
med-par/ chos-rnams de-ltar shes-nas khyod/ seres-can don ni mnyam med byos/ 
skyob-ba-rnams-kyi sras-su skye/ spyir chos-thams-cad gzugs-brnyan lta-bu dang/ 
khyad-par du rang-gi snying-la zhugs-pa'i rdo-rje sems-dpa'i ni me-long nang-gi gzugs- 
brnyan ltar shes-par gyis shig/"Dpal Rdo-rje-'jigs-byed lha-bcu-gsum-ma'i bdag- 
bskyed /bum-pa /dbang-chog  smon-shis dang bcas-pa," pp. 232--233. This passage 
was also translated by Wayman 1973:69 and 1974: 262; also by J. Hopkins in 
Tenzin Gyatso, the Dalai Lama, 1985: 341; see also Tajima 1936: 14. It seems to 
echo the ~iks.dsamuccaya 261--262; Bendall and Rouse 1922/1981: 240; cf. Wayman 
1974: 259. This passage is also common in Newar Buddhist rituals (cf. Gellner 1991: 
245). 
38 Cf. Tenzin Gyatso, the Dalai Lama, 1985: 127. 
~9 As an appendage to the vase initiation during the serf-initiation (bdag-yug). 
4o The name of the yi-dam appearing in the recitation of the mirror initiation may be 
adjusted to the specific practice for a particular yi-dam (as for example Kfilacakra, 
etc.). 
41 el .  Tucci 1961: 64--67. 
42 This section is based on Khri-byang, p. 367.6 & 411.2. 
43 There arc two mandalas used in the elaborate consecration ritual --  the mandala 
of the lha common to initiation and other rituals as well, and a mandala special to 
consecrations called the 'bathing mandala' (khrus dkyil) on which the substances used 
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during the consecration, including the eight bathing vases (khrus bum) are placed. 
This latter mandala is described in Bentor 1991: 87--92. 
44 This invitation is performed in a manner similar to the invitation of a lha in a 
sddhana or in the corresponding ritual action of the consecration (see Bentor 1991: 
184--186 & 208--210). 
45 Another common simile for such a process is a candle lighting another candle 
('Dpal Rdo-rje-'jigs-byed lha-bcu-gsum-ma'i bdag-bskyed/bum-pa/dbang-chog smon- 
shis dang bcas-pa', 143.6, etc.). 
46 While the ritual master (rdo-rje-slob-dpon) remains in a meditative posture through 
most of the performance, the ritual helper performs all the actions that the ritual 
master cannot carry out from the seated posture. The ritual helper is conceived as 
being an 'active' aspect of the ritual master. The two are seen as one entity, one 
aspect sitting in a meditative posture while the other performs everything that requires 
mobility. 
47 De ci'i phyir zhe-na/ rten-de bden-na me-long-hi nang-gi 'di 'ang bden/ me-long@ 
mi bden-na rten 'di 'ang mi bden-te/ bcom-ldan-'das-lcyis chos thams-cad snang-la 
rang-bzhin med-par sgyu-ma lta-bu 'am me-long-hi gzugs-brnyan lta-bur gsungs-pa'i 
phyir-ro/ p. 238.2. 
48 Sngar-gyi rten-de dang me-long nang-gi gzugs-[b]rnyan gnyis bden-na bde[n] 
mnyam/ mi bden-na mi bden mnyam-ste/ redo rgyud kun-nas/ chos-rnams me-long 
hang-hi gzugs-[b]rnyan dang 'dra-bar gsungs-pa'i phir-ro/ p. 27 9. 
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